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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a new prediction-based compression technique for dynamic 3D meshes with constant
connectivity and time-varying geometry. The core of the proposed algorithm is a skinning model used for
motion compensation. The mesh is first partitioned within vertex clusters that can be described by a single
affine motion model. The proposed segmentation technique automatically determines the number of clusters
and relays on a decimation strategy privileging the simplification of vertices exhibiting the same affine motion
over the whole animation sequence. The residual prediction errors are finally compressed using a temporal-DCT
representation. The performances of our encoder are objectively evaluated on a data set of eight animation
sequences with various sizes, geometries and topologies, and exhibiting both rigid and elastic motions. The
experimental evaluation shows that the proposed compression scheme outperforms state of the art techniques
such as MPEG-4/AFX, Dynapack, RT, GV, MCGV, TDCT, PCA and RT compression schemes.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The growing industries of CGI (Computer Generated Imagery) films and video games widely exploit dynamic
3D content. Most often, such content is represented as highly memory consuming animated 3D meshes, that
need to be efficiently stored, transmitted and visualized over various types of fixed or mobile networks and
terminal devices.

The animation industry usually adopts a key-frame representation. The animation sequence is represented as
a sequence of 3D meshes representing key-frames. The intermediate frames are derived by applying interpolation
procedures.

Key-frame representations model generic animations and are completely independent from the underlying
animation technique used for generating the content (physical simulations, morphing and skinning techniques,
motion capture, motion cloning/retargeting approaches...). They thus provide a generic format for consistent
and multi-platform 3D animation. However, the main drawback of such representations is related to the huge
amount of data required since even for short sequences of a few minutes, several thousands of key models are
needed. Elaborating then efficient coding techniques for such memory-consuming representations becomes a
crucial issue.

This paper proposes a new skinning-based approach for dynamic 3D mesh compression. The originality of
our approach comes from the motion modelling stage, which is formulated as an inverse problem. Starting from
an arbitrary key-frame mesh representation that can be generated with any of the above-mentioned animations
techniques, we derive a skinning animation model which is exploited for motion compensation within a hybrid
predictive/DCT-based compression scheme.
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The skinning model considered is inspired from the BBA (Bone-Based Animation) technology adopted by
the MPEG-4/AFX (Animation Framework eXtension) standard.1 BBA provides an intuitive and compact
motion representation of such dynamic meshes, expressed in terms of 3D pose parameters associated with a
hierarchical animation skeleton. The skinning model is transmitted only once, for the first frame. Then, solely
the animation parameters are transmitted for each frame.

Determining such a skinning model requires a partition of the mesh vertices into regions of influences
associated with bones, the specification of weighting coefficients for each mesh vertex, and the computation of
an affine motion model for each bone. Such skinning models are manually created, with the help of complex 3D
authoring environments (such as Maya, 3DS Max...). This tedious modelling process requires both technical
and artistic skills, and involves a huge amount of human and financial resources.

On the contrary, the proposed approach makes it possible to determine a skinning model automatically, by
performing a motion analysis of the mesh sequence, whatever the animation technique used for creating the
content. Let us note that in the case of animations created with skinning techniques, the determined model is
not necessarily identical to the one used for generating the content.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a critical overview of the state of the art in the dynamic
mesh compression field. Section 3 describes the proposed skinning-based compression scheme and details its
main stages: motion segmentation, piecewise affine motion and weight estimation, and temporal-DCT-based
encoding of the residual errors. The performances of the skinning-based compression technique are objectively
evaluated and discussed in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper and opens perspectives of future
work.

2. RELATED WORK

Let us first recall the concept of time-dependent geometry compression, introduced in.2

Let (Mi)i∈{0,...,F−1} be a sequence of meshes (F stands for the number of frames) with a constant topology
T , and a time-varying geometry, denoted by (Gi)i∈{0,...,F−1}. Here, the mesh geometry Gi at frame i is
represented as a vector of size 3× V (with V being the number of vertices), which includes the three x, y and
z coordinates of the whole set of mesh vertices.

The goal of time-dependent geometry compression is to elaborate adequate and compact representations of
the geometry sequence (Gi)i, taking into account both spatial and temporal correlations.

The issue of dynamic 3D mesh compression has gained rapidly the interest of the scientific community as
testifies the important number of recently developed works reported in the literature (see3 for an overview).

In,2 Lengyel introduced the first clustering-based approach for encoding dynamic 3D meshes. The principle
consists of splitting the mesh into sub-parts whose motion can be accurately described by affine transforms.
The object’s motion is described by a set of affine motion parameters associated with each cluster and the
prediction residuals associated with each vertex. Lengyel’s compression scheme suffers from the non-optimality
of its motion-based segmentation procedure which selects at random 10% of the mesh triangles and processed
them to determine the motion clusters.

The Lengyel’s approach is further improved in4 where animation is expressed only in terms of rigid trans-
forms (RT). The authors introduced a new weighted least square mesh segmentation algorithm which minimizes
the number of clusters under a distortion bound criterion. In our previous work,5 we proposed another exten-
sion of the Lengel’s technique, so-called Temporal-DCT-based compression (TDCT). The TDCT techniques
exploits a k-means motion segmentation approach in order to derive a piecewise affine motion predictor. Here,
the residual prediction errors are encoded by using a temporal-DCT-based representation. The main limitation
of the DCT approach is related to the k-means segmentation procedure, which requires a fixed, user-defined
number of clusters.

A different clustering-based compression scheme is proposed in.6 Here, the motion field of each frame
is represented as an octree structure and a set of associated motion vectors. An optimized version of this
approach, so-called Dynamic 3D Mesh Coder (D3DMC) is introduced in.7 Such clustering-based approaches
are able to compactly describe a large category of motions. However, their major limitation is related to
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the segmentation procedure which is computationally complex. In addition, such algorithms generally cause
disgraceful discontinuities at low bitrates at the level of the cluster borders, since different motion models are
considered.

The Interpolation Compression (IC) scheme8 recently adopted by the MPEG-4 AFX standard proposes
a key-framing technique. The animated mesh is represented as a set of key-frames undersampling the initial
sequence. The in-between frames are obtained by applying an interpolation procedure. Furthermore, the redun-
dancies between successive key-frames are eliminated by applying a local spatio-temporal prediction scheme.
The Dynapack approach9 exploits a similar spatio-temporal prediction strategy with more elaborate predictors,
so-called Extended Lorenzo Predictor (ELP) and Replica. MPEG-4 AFX-IC and Dynapack offer the advantages
of simplicity and low computational cost, which makes them well-adapted for real-time decoding applications.
However, because of the underlying deterministic traversal of the mesh vertices involved, such approaches do
not support more advanced functionalities such as progressive transmission and scalable rendering.

In,10 Alexa and Müller introduce a different class of approaches based on a principal component analysis
(PCA) of the mesh deformation field. In,11 Karni and Gotsman enhance the PCA approach by introducing a
second order temporal linear prediction. An additional refinement is introduced in,12 where authors propose to
partition the mesh vertices into a set of clusters that are optimally adapted to a PCA representation. The PCA-
based approaches are specifically adapted for long repetitive animation sequences of small meshes. However,
they suffer from the high computational complexity (O(V 2×F )) of the singular value decomposition algorithm
involved.

The Wavelet Animation Compression (AWC) approach13 constructs irregular wavelets on the top of a
progressive mesh hierarchy. The AWC achieves very low bitrates while fully supporting progressive transmission
and scalable rendering functionalities. However, the AWC approach is well-suited only for large meshes with a
few connected components.

The Geometry Video (GV)14 technique exploits a mesh cut and a stretch minimizing parameterization15

over a 2D square domain. Here, the initial mesh connectivity is completely discarded and replaced by a regular
one, obtained by uniformly sampling the parametric domain. The resulting sequence of geometry images is
then compressed by using traditional video encoding techniques. A motion compensation procedure based on
a global affine motion model is first applied. The resulting prediction errors are then compressed by using
a wavelet-based encoding scheme. The main drawbacks of the GV approach are related to the remeshing
procedure involved which may lead to a loss of surface details and tangent plane discontinuities at the level of
the cut.

To overcome the above mentioned limitations, Mamou et al. recently introduced the Multi-Chart Geom-
etry Video (MCGV)16 representation which extends the GV approach. Here, the initial mesh connectivity is
preserved, which makes it possible to avoid the remeshing related problems. Authors also improve the motion
compensation stage by applying a piecewise affine predictor instead of a global one. In addition, parameteri-
zation distortions are limited by exploiting a low-distortion atlas of parameterization. Finally, the predictions
errors are stored as 2D Multi-Chart Geometry IMages (MCGIMs)17 and compressed using DCT-based image
or video encoders (e.g. JPEG, MPEG-4).

The skinning-based approach proposed reconsiders and extends our previous TDCT technique. The main
contributions are related to:

• The improvement of the motion compensation stage with the help of a skinning approach.

• The introduction of a new motion segmentation procedure, based on a decimation strategy. The motion
segmentation algorithm is crucial for ensuring the efficiency of the resulting skinning model in terms
of compression performances. The proposed technique makes it possible to automatically detect of the
number of clusters, has reasonable computation complexity, and guarantees convergence.
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3. SKINNING-BASED COMPRESSION

The proposed skinning-based compression scheme is illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1. The skinning-based encoding scheme.

First, the mesh vertices are partitioned into patches that can be accurately described by an affine motion.
An affine motion model is then associated with each patch and for each frame. Finally, the motion of each
vertex is described as a weighted linear combination of the clusters motions.

The affine motion is always estimated with respect to the first frame in order to: (1) enable random access to
the animation frames, and (2) handle efficiently the loss of intermediate data packets in the context of network
applications. The first frame of the sequence is statically encoded. In this work, we have used the well-known
Touma and Gotsman approach18 but any other static compression scheme can be used. The residual motion
compensation errors are finally compressed using a temporal-DCT-based encoding.

Let us now detail each block of the proposed compression scheme, starting with the motion-based segmen-
tation stage.

3.1. Motion-based segmentation
The objective of the segmentation stage is to obtain a partition π = (πk)k∈{1,...,K} of the mesh vertices into K
clusters whose motion can be accurately described by a 3D affine transform. The proposed approach, detailed
here-below, relies on a decimation strategy privileging the simplification of vertices exhibiting the same affine
motion over the whole animation sequence.

The principle consist of simplifying the mesh by applying a sequence of half-edge collapse operations
(Figure 2). The half-edge collapse of an edge (v, w), denoted by hecol(v, w), consists of merging the two
end vertices v and w into a single one. Vertex w is eliminated and all its incident edges are connected to vertex
v. At each stage of the simplification process, each vertex v keeps tack of the set its ancestors, denoted by v∗

and recursively defined as follows:

1. At the beginning of the decimation process, v∗ is empty.

2. For each hecol(v, w) operation, v∗ is updated as follows v∗ ←− v∗ ∪ w∗ ∪ {w}.

Figure 2. Half-edge collapse operation: edge (v,w) contracted, and vertices v and w merged.
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The decimation process (the sequence of hecol operations) is driven by an error minimisation strategy which
aims at collapsing vertices with "nearly" the same affine motion. The algorithm proceeds as follows. First, an
error E(v) is associated to each vertex v and a cost function C (v, w) to each half-edge collapse hecol(v, w).

The error function E(v) considered is defined as:

E(v) =
i=F−1∑

i=0

⎛

⎝
∑

p∈{v}∪v∗
‖Av

i χp
0 − χp

i ‖2
⎞

⎠ , (1)

where:

• Av
i is an affine transform associated with the vertex v at frame i, defined as:

Av
i = arg min

A

⎛

⎝
∑

p∈{v}∪v∗
‖Aχp

0 − χp
i ‖2
⎞

⎠ , (2)

with A a (4× 4) matrix representing an affine transform in homogeneous coordinates.

• χp
i = (xp

i , y
p
i , zp

i , 1)t is the vector of homogeneous coordinates of vertex p at frame i.

In a similar way, the cost C(v, w) of collapsing the edge (v, w) is defined as:

C (v, w) =
i=F−1∑

i=0

⎛

⎝
∑

p∈ϑ(v,w)

‖Av,w
i χp

0 − χp
i ‖2
⎞

⎠ , (3)

with ϑ(v, w) = v∗ ∪w∗ ∪ {v, w}, and

Av,w
i = arg min

A

⎛

⎝
∑

p∈ϑ(v,w)

‖Aχp
0 − χp

i ‖2
⎞

⎠ . (4)

At each decimation level l, a global error functional El is defined as:

El =

(
∑

v∈ϑl

E(v)
D2 × F × V

) 1
2

, (5)

where ϑl stands for the set of vertices at the level l and D the diagonal of the first frame bounding box. The
error El represents the mean square error per vertex, averaged over the whole set of frames, and normalized by
the bounding box diagonal.

At each step, the edge (v0, w0) with the lowest cost is collapsed and the costs of all edges incident to v0

re-calculated. The decimation process is iterated until the global error El reaches a predifined threshold E0.
Finally, the partition π = (πk)K

k=1 is obtained by setting:

∀ k ∈ {1, ..., K}, πk = {pk} ∪ p∗k, (6)

where (pk)k∈{1,...,K} is the set of vertices of the coarse mesh obtained at the end of the simplification process.

To each vertex pk of the base mesh is thus associated a patch πk on the initial mesh, consisting of the set
of its ancestors.

Figure 3 shows some segmentation results. Table 1 presents the obtained number of clusters, as well as the
computation times (experiments have been carried on a P4 machine with 3.2GHz and 2Go RAM). For all the
models, the error threshold E0 was set to 0.003.
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(a) Box (b) Chicken (c) Cow (d) Dragon (e) Eagle

(f) Hu-
manoid

(g) Raptor (h) Troll (i) Wolf (j) Dance

(k) Horse collapse (l) Snake (m) Dolphin (n) Horse gallop

Figure 3. Motion-based segmentation of dynamic meshes with different motions, shapes and complexities.

Sequence V F CC Manifold K Segmentation time (min.)

"Dance" 7061 201 1 yes 21 15

"Humanoid" 7646 154 1 yes 22 20

"Snake" 9179 134 1 yes 12 24

"Chicken" 3030 400 41 yes 85 3

"Box" 687 29 3 yes 22 1

"Cow" 2904 204 1 yes 64 5

"Dolphin" 6179 101 1 no 10 8

"Dragon" 3211 38 3 yes 13 4

"Eagle" 636 31 15 no 36 1

"Raptor" 4952 41 47 no 69 5

"Troll" 4961 41 1 no 71 6

"Wolf" 2320 31 27 yes 71 1

"Horse gallop" 8431 48 1 yes 39 10

"Horse collapse" 8431 53 1 yes 135 10

Table 1. Computation times of the motion-based segmentation procedure.

We note that in the case of articulated characters with a low number of Connected Component (CC)
("Dance", "Humanoid", "Box", and "Dragon") the algorithm successfully recovers the corresponding body
subparts. In the case of models with multiple CCs ("Chicken", "Eagle", "Raptor", and "Wolf"), the algorithm
is constrained to consider each CC separately and thus the number of clusters increases considerably. For the
animation sequences with low-amplitude elastic deformations combined with articulated motion ("Dolphin",
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"Snake", and "Horse gallop") the algorithm recovers the model motion field with a reasonable number of
clusters (resp. 10, 12 and 39). In the case of high-amplitude elastic deformation("Horse collapse", "Cow",
and "Troll") a high number of clusters (resp.135, 64 and 71) is needed. The complexity of the motion field is
compensated in this case by an augmentation of the number of clusters.

3.2. Skinning model
Once the partition of the dynamic mesh determined, for each frame i the motion field is modeled as a set of K
affine transforms denoted by (Apk

i )k∈{1,...,K} and computed as described in equation (2).

The predicted position χ̂υ
i of a vertex υ at frame i is expressed as:

∀ i ∈ {0, ..., F − 1}, ∀ v ∈ {1, ..., V }, χ̂υ
i =

K∑

j=1

ωυ
j A

pj

i χυ
0 , (7)

where ωυ
j is a real-valued coefficient that controls the motion influence of the patch k over the vertex υ.

In the particular case where:

ωυ
j =

{
1 if j = k(v)
0 otherwise

, (8)

with k(v) denting the cluster to which the vertex v belongs, we obtain the piecewise affine predictor previously
proposed in.5 Obviously, such a predictor introduces discontinuities of the predicted geometry χ̂υ

i at the level
of the patch borders.

The principle of skinning animation consists of deriving a continuous motion field over the whole mesh, by
linearly combining the affine motion of adjacent patches with appropriate weighting coefficients.

The objective is to determine, for each vertex υ, the optimal weight vector ωυ = (ωυ
k )k∈{1,...K} defined as:

ωυ = arg min
α∈RK

F−1∑

i=0

∥∥∥∥∥∥

K∑

j=1

αjA
pj

i χυ
0 − χυ

i

∥∥∥∥∥∥

2

. (9)

In practice, it is reasonable to consider that a patch influences solely the motion of its own vertices and of
those belonging to neighboring patches. Let V(υ) the set of patches including k(υ) and its neighbors. Equation
(9) is solved under the following constraints:

∀j /∈ V(υ), αj = 0. (10)

Equation (9) with constrains (10) leads to a least squares optimization problem that can be solved by using
a pseudo-inverse-based method.19

The prediction errors ev
i = (ev,x

i , ev,y
i , ev,z

i , 0)t are finally defined as:

∀ v ∈ {1, ..., V }, ev
i = χυ

i − χ̂υ
i . (11)

Figure 4 illustrates the prediction residuals with both unitary (case of the piecewise affine predictor Figures
4(c) and 4(d), and optimal animation weights (Figures 4(e) and 4(f)), for the "Snake" sequence.
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

Figure 4. Piecewise affine prediction for the "Snake" animation: (a) original segmented frame 0; (b) frame 36; (c) frame
36 predicted from (a) using solely affine transforms; (d) distribution of prediction errors of (c); (e) frame 36 predicted
from (a) using the skinning model; (f) distribution of the prediction errors of (e).

The piecewise affine predictor captures well the affine motion of the mesh clusters. The maximal prediction
error represents here only 2.5% of the first frame’s bounding box diagonal. However, important error values are
obtained at the level of the cluster boundaries. This limitation is overcome by the optimized skinning model.
This time, the motion-compensated model shows less normal discontinuities. In addition, the maximal and
mean residual errors are respectively reduced by factors of 44% and 33%.

The prediction residuals (ev,x
i , ev,y

i , ev,z
i ) are finally compressed by using a temporal-DCT-based encoding

as described in the next section.

3.3. Temporal DCT-based compression
For each vertex v of the dynamic mesh, we consider the associated prediction errors (ev,x

i )i, (ev,y
i )i, and (ev,z

i )i

(i ∈ {1, , F}) as three temporal sequences. The spectra (sv,x
i )i, (sv,y

i )i, and (sv,z
i )i of each error sequence is

then determined by applying a monodimensional DCT over the time domain.

This procedure is applied to all the mesh vertices. The obtained spectral coefficients are then multiplexed
into a single vector S of dimension 3× V × F defined as follows:

S =
∐

i∈{1,...,F}

∐

v∈{0,...,V −1}
(sv,x

i , sv,y
i , sv,z

i )t, (12)

where
∐

represents the concatenation operator.

Since the DCT transform concentrates the energy of a smooth signal on the low frequency band, the majority
of the DCT coefficients will have a small magnitude, which makes them well-suited for arithmetic encoding.

Moreover, the concatenation process, described in Equation (12), makes it possible the progressive trans-
mission of the DCT coefficients from low to high frequencies, and thus the reconstruction of an approximation
of the animation sequence at any stage of the decompression process.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In order to compare compression performances for mesh sequences with various number of frames and vertices,
compression rates are expressed in terms of bits per vertex per frame (bpvf).

The compression distortions are measured by using the RMSE error20 between initial and reconstructed
(decoded) meshes. The RMSE measure between two surfaces S1 and S2 is defined as:

RMSE(S1, S2) =
1
D
×max(d(S1, S2), d(S2, S1)), (13)
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where

d(S1, S2) =

√
1
|S1|

∫

p∈S1

(minq∈S2 ||p− q||2)2dS1. (14)

The normalization factor D is the length of the first frame’s bounding box diagonal. The RMSE errors reported
were computed with the MESH tool.20 The RMSE error between two mesh sequences is defined as the mean
value of the frame to frame RMSE, averaged over all the frames of the sequence.

In our experiments the real coefficients describing the affine transforms and the animation weights were
quantized to 16 bits. The first frame of the sequence was encoded by using the Touma and Gotsman approach,18
with 12 bits of quantization for the geometry. The prediction residuals were quantized on a number of 7 bits.
For the MCGV and TDCT approaches, a fixed number of 20 clusters was used.

In order to be able to compare with other approaches of the literature, the bitrates reported here below in-
clude the side information related to the first frame (statically encoded mesh, partition and animation weights),
and the affine motion parameters characterizing each individual frame.

Figure 5.a illustrates the performances of the skinning-based encoder, and AFX-IC, MCGV, TDCT, and
D3DMC techniques for the "Humanoid" dynamic mesh. The skinning-based encoding provides up to 78%, 65%
and 32% gain in terms of bitrates over the D3DMC, MCGV and TDCT techniques, respectively. The MPEG-
4/AFX-IC performances are far from those of the skinning-based encoder. The low compression performances
of the AFX-IC technique is explained by the local spatio-temporal predictor involved, too elementary for taking
into account the complexity of the motion field.

Figure 5.b compares the performances of the skinning-based encoder to those of D3DMC, MCGV, TDCT,
AFX-IC, RT, and Dynapack approaches for the "Chicken" sequence. Here, the skinning-based achieves up
to 67%, 60% and 45% lower distortions than TDCT, MCGV and D3DMC at the same bitrate bitrates. The
skinning-based technique offers up to 42% lower bitrates than Dynapack encoder. The performances of RT and
AFX-IC lead to the worst performances. The D3DMC performances are explained by the non-optimality of
the octree-based decomposition of the articulated motion of the "Chicken" character. Finally, let us note that
with respect to TDCT, the skinning approach achieves significantly lower distortions but starting only from
relatively high bitrates (4.3 bpfv). This is due to the overhead information associated with the first frame of the
sequence which is here of 3.9 bpfv. The "Chicken" model is composed of 41 CC. The segmentation procedure
further divides each component, leading to a final number of 82 patches, which explain the important overhead
needed for encoding side information. On the contrary, for the TDCT and approach, the k-means segmentation
procedure makes it possible to include vertices from different CC within the same cluster, minimizing thus the
overhead information.

Figure 5.c presents a comparison between the skinning-based approach and the GV, MCGV and TDCT
encoders for the "Dance" animation sequence. The skinning-based encoder shows here up to 67%, 45% and
34% lower bitrates than GV, MCGV and TDCT respectively. The low performances of the GV and MCGV
approaches are due to the high parameterization distortions obtained for the "Dance" model. This shows the
limitations of the parameterization-based approaches, which cannot guarantee low-distortion parameterization
for arbitrary meshes.

Figure 5.d illustrates the rate/distortion performances for the skinning-based encoder, RT, TDCT, MCGV
and PCA approaches for the "Snake" sequence. The PCA approach leads here to the worst compression
performances. This result is explained by the fact that the PCA technique is optimized for animation sequences
with a number of frames much greater than the number of vertices (F � V ). Such an assumption is obviously
not satisfied by the "Snake" sequence (F = 134, V = 9179). The skinning-based encoder provides up to 53%
and 35% lower bitrates than RT and TDCT approaches at the same distortion. This proves that the skinning
based-modeling of the non-affine motion is more efficient than a rigid or affine transform-based one. The
MCGV technique shows better performances than the skinning compression technique for low bitrates (less
than 3 bpvf). This result is explained by the fact that for this dense model the spatial correlations are more
important than the temporal ones. In addition, the quasi-cylindrical shape of this model makes it possible to
obtain a low-distorsion atlas of parameterization.
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Figure 5.e presents a comparison between the skinning-based approach and the GV, MCGV and TDCT
encoders for the "Cow" animation sequence. The MCGV approach leads the worst results. As in the case of
the "Dance" sequence, this is explained by the parameterization distortions. The TDCT approach and the
skinning-based encoder show comparable results. Here, the two approaches behave differently to compensate
the complexity of high-amplitude elastic motion of the "Cow" model. The TDCT techniques fixes a low number
of clusters (20 patches) and encodes high residuals errors while the skinning approach exploits a more complex
skinning model (64 patches). In both cases, the bitrates obtained are relatively high (more than 4bpfv).

Figure 5.f presents a comparison between the skinning-based approach and the MCGV and TDCT encoders
for the "Dolphin" animation sequence. The skinning-based encoder achieves here up to 60% and 31% lower
bitrates than MCGV and TDCT respectively. The low performances of the MCGV approaches are due to the
non-manifold character of the "Dolphin" model. In fact, in order to derive the atlas of parameterization, the
MCGV approach duplicates the non manifold vertices and cuts the non manifold edges. This generates an over-
segmentation and thus decreases the compression efficiency of the MCGV technique. The higher performances
of the skinning encoder with respect to the TDCT approach proves that the skinning model captures better
the low-amplitude elastic motion of the "Dolphin" sequence than piecewise affine one.

Experiments establish that the proposed skinning-based representation is particularly efficient when applied
to articulated dynamic meshes such as "Humanoid" and "Dance" where the piecewise affine prediction stage
is fully exploited.

In all cases, the skinning approach offers comparable or better compression performances than the TDCT
approach. This shows the advantages of considering an optimized segmentation procedure, with automatic
detection of the number of clusters, and an advanced skinning motion model.

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we have presented a new technique for dynamic 3D mesh compression, based on a skinning
animation model automatically reconstructed from a key-frame representation. The different stages involved,
including the motion segmentation and the estimation of the skinning animation model, were presented in
detail. We showed that the skinning-based representation provides a compact parametric representation of the
animation sequence which makes it highly adapted for compression purposes.

Experimental results show that the proposed compression scheme outperforms state-of-the-art dynamic
mesh compression techniques such as GV, D3DMC, RT, PCA, Dynapack, MCGV, TDCT and MPEG-4/AFX-
IC. As expected, the skinning based encoder proves to be particularly efficient when applied to animation
sequences exhibiting articulated motion.

Our future work will concern the elaboration of multiple and dynamic skinning models able to detect
temporal segments with different motion properties and consequently adapt the motion model in an optimal
manner. A second topic of concerns We will also adress the issue of compressing dynamic meshes with properties
such as normals, colors, and texture attributes.
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(a) "Humanoid". (b) "Chicken".

(c) "Dance". (d) "Snake".

(e) "Cow". (f) "Dolphin".

Figure 5. Compression performances: the skinning-based encoder vs. AFX-IC, TDCT, MCGV, D3DMC, RT, GV,
PCA and Dynapack techniques.
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